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Each of the other papers in this series treats some particular aspect

of school organizationthe organization of time; differentiation and

groupingf peer influences; activity structures; coordination, control and

facilitatiOn of instiuction; education production functions. This is one

of a smaller number that deals rather with a related subject that bears on

practically every aspect of school organization. Knowledge, curricula,

and goals are implicated in some way in practically eyery organizational

feature of schools. To treat these relationships it is therefore neces-
.

sary to examine how knowledge, curricula, and goals are implicated in all

the various organizational features of schooling.

/t would be impossible in the space of a brief paper to consider sys-
s

tematically the relation of curricular, knowledge, and goals to all aspects

of structure and organisation in schooling, from the atructure of class-

room activities lasting only a few minutes, to the structure of entire

systems of schooling within.whole societies. In.preparing the paper

have tried to explore mentally.or in my notes as many of these relation-

ships as I could. But I have had rather quickly to judge which relation-

ships were most important and most pertinent to the overall topic, and .to

concentrate my writing oh those few questions where knowledge, curricula,

and goals have a Reculiarly critical bearing on research into schooling

processes. These questions are not always the ones'that.would appear to

me as a Curriculum specialist to be most in need of study, but they are in

every case questions I think are worth studying from any point of view.

I wish to thank Charles Bidwell for extretely helpful comments on an earlier
draft of this paper. It is much better than it otherwise would have been
for his efforts. If on.by I had taken all his advice, I could have held him
partially responsible for the results, but I did not, so please don't hold

responsible for the paper's many shommomings.
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The paper begins with classroom activities as the most microscopic

structure of interest to students of schooling processes. It progresses

from there to the various forms of structure found in classrooms, to

school-and-community structures, and finally to school system and social

system structures. ,At each level, another paper in this series treats

these structures ind their relation to student outcomes. This paper treats

only the role played by knowledge, curricula, and goals in these structures

and their relation to outcomes.

Activity Structures

The activities students engage in are the immediate source of their

learning in school, both the intended learning specified in the explicit

goals and the formal curriculum, and much of the unint'ended learning re-

ferred to in'such terms as 'the hidden curriculum'. These'activities can

be as simple as reciting a line of poetry from memory or as intricate as

writing poetry. As academic as diagramming sentences or as closely related

to daily life as baking a cake. As contrived as a crossword puzzle onil

American history or as natural as a free-flowing discussion. As Lndi+d-

ualistic as seatwork or as social am painting a class mural.

The enormous variety of possible activities arises from the unlimited

possibilities for structuring any human activity. Human potential for

different types, rates, and degrees of response to different stimuli is

enormously greater than any other system, animate or not, known to man, un-

less it be the system of life itself. Activities draw upon this potential

to create situations where ordered patterns of behavior may be reliably

elicited and displayed.
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We must think of educational activity as having at least three levels

of structure simultaneously. There is alwys, of course, the structure of

the .cpntent or information embed"' in the activity. Educational activi-

ties are gait something. They are referential the way language is, not

simply behavion patterns iG their own right. We must also recognize the.

task or performance structure of an activity, what people do or try to do

as they rarticipate in.it. In education, performance structunes are often

verbal to write the answer to a problem and often covert -- to solve

the problem in your head and'then write the answer. Finally, we must re-

cognize the social structure of the activity. Does the activity call for

students to work alone, in competition with one another, or together, in

cooperation? Each of these dimensions of order may be designed to achieve
or

a particular educational aimtone or more of them may.be chosen arbitrariAl

when the designer's interest lies primarily in what she believes the other

dimensions of structure will produce. Traditional school activities often

ignore social structure, so intent are they on.transmitting a given body of

content and associated skills. Sut)on the other hand some progressive prac-

tices have been known to emphasize the social aspects of an activity with-

out paying much attention to their content or the specific performances

expected of students. Such concentration on one or two levels of structure

is certainly defensible in some pedagogical Otuations, but all three levels

always exist whether the activity planner has thought about them or not, and

all three can be important in determining

the outcomes the activity will produce ,with students.

The activities teachers use in theil classrooms may be ones they have
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invented. More usually, the activities have originated in some textbook,

teachers' guide, course of study, or kit of curriculum materials. Accord-

ing to some definitions, these activities are the curriculum. Other def-

initions emphasize the plans made beforehand or thes.students' experiencei

during the activity, but all definitions of curriculum would give an im-

portant place to the activities that take place ie the classroom.

cur-

riculum matters therefore, are extremely closely related to questions of

the structure of activities. The close connection between activities and

knowledge or goals is even more obvious. We should therefore expect that

curricular considerations would be oi central importance in research on

activity structures.

Tests may be considered as a special form of activity, onedesigned

to yield information about what students have learned from the other ac-

tivities. Ususally, the content and task structuree of test activities

are identical to or very similar to the content and task structures of the

learning activities. The math problems on the test are the same problems

done in class or in homework, or else they are minor variations on a

pattern often encountered earlier. What differs axe the social structures

of test and other activities. Students are expected to work independently

Ofi tests, ,though in earlier activities they may have been allowed or en-

couraged to help one another or to get help from parents or siblings at

home. The teacher plays a helpful role in learning activities, but stays

'

aloof during tests. Students' performance on learning activities may con-

tribute in a small way to the formation of teacher,and classmate's opinions

of her competence or potentia:: ,tut test performance counts officially and
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formally as well as informally as an index of competence and ability.

Records are kept of test performance and these records become the basis

of public actions -- awards, punishments, promotions, retentionsl passing,

failing -- that confer honor or-disgrace on the student. In fact, since

tests are socially and procedurally identical in all sublects and grades,

it should be possible to define 'test' in terms of the social structure

and performance structure common to tests in all schooling situations.

The content structure, of course, and to an extent the performance siruc-

ture, will differ depending on what is-being tested.

With tests we encounter a perplexing dilemma for research on activity

structures. Tests are the means 114, which we normally assess the achieve-

ment outcomes of activities. (Standardized tests.are still tests even

though they are not tied to particular learning activities.) We understand
,

that the closer the content Of the tescomest to the content Of the learning ac-

tivities, the more likely students are to perform well on that test. The

same is true of the task structure. In the extreme case, where the exact

content and tasks to be administered on the test have been used in teaching,

tests of knowledge are generally invalidated. Such tests show simply that

students can do activities they have already done; they do not show

that students can dO other,.related activi,ties on which they have not: prac-

ticed.

If students have learned something bY means of participation in an

activity that requires from them very different performances than the test

activity, we can assume that the test is measuring at best only a ample

of what those students have learned For example, when standardized tests

provide a set of alternative responses for students to choose from, they do



not test the students' ability to formulate such a response, to recall the

necessary information and to organize it In the necessary way. They only

test the students ability to judge the adequacy of solutions alreadfor-

mulated. Such a test, therefore, will not in general be able to discrim-

inate bletrien studedts.who were able to formulate correct responses to the

question posed in the stem and those who were only able to judge the

correct response when it was presented to them. In using such an instru-

ment in research on activity structures, the researcher must be aware of

the outcomes it is sensitive to and those it is not.

The difficulty is particularly severe with respect to the social

structure of activities. Standardized tests of achivement give no' indica-

tion whatever of how well a student,may be able to facilitate a group's

work on a problem. SchooPor teachezawho design, a'curriculum that

features group problem solving will therefore find that standardized tests

do not offer their students an opportunity to display the full set of out-

comes of such activities. A test whose social structure called for students

to Work in small groups to answer questions would more nearly do so. :rhe

investigator concerned with the full range of outcomes of aifferent activ-

ities is almost certain to find that the stereotyped social patterns of

formal testing are a barrier.

Research on the social and performance characteristics of tests in re-

lation to the activities whose outcomes they are designed to maagttre deserVes

a high priority if we are to develop the capability for measuring the full

range of outcomes of our educational activities. When we understand the

test situation itself, we shall be able to design and redesign measures

appropriate to different outcomes. My own judgment is that we will not
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understand the other activity structures and their effects until wa under-

stand those involved in testing. X would therefore place research on the

struceure ef the test situation at the top of my priority list.

There are three other areas of great research interest with respect

to activity structures that are closely related to knowledge, curricula,

and goals. .0na'is concerned with isnues of productivity, a second with

intliis of equity, and a third with issues of social relevance.

Same activities are more productive of a given type of learning than

are others. A malor goal of research in curriculum and instruction has

traditionally been to discover those activities that are particularly pro-

ductive for various sorts of learning. Unfortunately, such research has

yielded disappointingly few positive results. Only the'grossest features

of activities have been confirmed by research as affecting Achievement.

The inclusion of an item.of content in a curriculum or instructional pro-

gram generally enhances students' knowledge of that item. Markedly greater

emphasis on a topic also pro4uces greater learning. But these gross fea-
e

tures pertain more to the extent to which any sort et learning opportunity

has been provided than they do to the specific structure of the'learning
0

activities. When actiVities of equivalent content and emphasis but differ-

ing organization,ere compared no consistent results are found favoring one

or another form of activity structUxe. (Walker and Schaffirzick,

Perhaps more careful theoretical analysis of the content, performance,

and social structure of activities-and more canny design of instruments to

measure the full range of their outcomes would begin at last to shoW.positive

results from such research. It has been suggested, for example, that

9



activities may have different results with students of different aptitudes

and that this obscures the finding of overall superiority of one activity

over another of similar conte4t. If so, we would want to know what it is

in the activity structure that produces these differential effects so that

they could be controlled by the activity designer. To disaOv6c this, it

would be necessary to analyze the activity in a theoretically jltviingful

way. we,dO/not know yet how to do this. I suggest, therefore, that carer

ful empirical, theoretically guided research on the relationehip :between

particular structural features of acitivitiss and their detailed outcomes,

should be a high priority for the program of redearch contemplated.'

It would be necessary to incorporte variables descriptive of content

structure into such research, if only to control for them. Existing tax-

onomic schemes (Bloom, 1956; Olson, 1974; Posnersnd Stri1çe,1976)'.1neyvrove

to be of some value in analyzing content and content-related performance

structures. It is highly likely that the various,leVels of structure and

outcomes will interact heavily, nercsLituting either large, carefulli.de-,

signed experiments with multivariate analyses of resultsvor else sensitive

careful, and detailed case studies of sets of activities designed to differ

in known ways, and probably 4 ombination of both would be better than ei-

\t )

A given activity will generally be more productive of learning with

some students than others, raising questions of equity. Clearly a class-
-,

room in which the activities are consistentlY more productive for one group

of students than for another is inequitable if other activities can be found

whose benefits axe distributed more evenly. Again, current research
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confirms only the grossest effects. Students whose native language is

other than the language of instruction do not learn as well as students

whose native language is also the language of inst uotion. But thought-

ful observers speculate that various social groups may possess distinctive

cognitive styles that make conventional school activities less effective

for them (Castaneda and Ramirez, 1974). Cole, Gay, Glick, and Charp (1971)
_y

conclude a thorough experimental and ethnographic study of thinkiin and

problem-solving among the xpelle people Africa with their belief that

tests are simply 'specially contrived occasions for the manifestation of

cognitive ikills' learned as part of 'the kinds of activities that people

often engage in and hence ought to be skillful at dealiin with.' (pp 216-7)

Hence different cultures, subcultures, and even early family envirenments

ou5ht to produce students.whose abilities to learn from particular types
.

iof school activities differ. The argument is persuasiye and the indirect

'I)

,

evidence is convincing, but we need'direct confirmati n and detailed under-

standing of these relations if we are to determine th sorts of activities

that would be most productivefer all students, and erefore most equit-

able. Again, I think careful empirical research gui ed by apt theoretical

analysis of activity structures can give us the firm nformation we need.

The same sorts of research useful for examining the productivity of activi-

ties ought to be capable of the extsnsions necessary tO determine differen-

tial productivity with different students, the chief additional difficulty

being to find characteristics of students to be used as a basis for differ-

entiation in data analysis. I would suggest that this differentiation best

be made dynamically, if it proves empirically possible to de so, by expos-

ing students to different types of activities and differentiating on the

Lkum.a. AammamaNIAL
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bases of their res2onses to the activities.

.Finally)a given activity will have different degrees of relevance to

the lives and careers of different.dtudents. Some activities 'may have

little relevance to anything important in life outside the schools.

think it is not advisable to attempt to judge the relevance of each

activity independently. Rather, an activity's social relevance depends

upon the larger patterns of skill and knodedge it is used to build. These

larger patterns will be taken up in a later section of the paper. Con-
,

sideration of this set of issues will there2ore be postponed briefly.
0

Classroom Structures

ACtivities may be and usually are strung together into larger patterns

that' may produce more important outcomes than may be achieved by any single
//
'activity. The classroom Li the arena where these larger patterns are

created in American schools. Beyond the classroom, at higher levels of
//

organization including school, school-district, or school-systemp patterns'

are built from courses, subjects curricula, or similar units based on con-

tent, time, or other abstract dimensions. The classroom is the highet

level of organization at which the full complexities of student activities

7

are considered in educational planning. I think it is significantl.in this

connection, that a decade of study of variations in se.1 achievement

;ve shown that the most significant variation is within schools, (Jencks

aml Brown, 1.975) and I would suppose that the research on classrooms holds

the key to exPl'aining such stable variations in student achievement patterns

as we shall be able to explain. I would urge the highest priority during

the next decade for research that will clarify what factors within



classrooms are most immediately lesponsible for schooling effects.

Research on schooling structures within classrooms is not my subject

here, however, only those aspects of classrooms on which knowledge curric-

ula, an goals bear Importantly. I think there &co three such aspects:

subjects and subject-matter; pupil evaluation; and the social celevance

of classroom structures and activities.

Classrooms teach subjects. In the academic cure-I:slum the subjects

taught are closely related to the recognized forms and divisions of know-

ledge --- the academic disciplines. But this resemblance may be as decep-

tive as it is revealing even in higher education. And.in elementary and

secondarY schooling the resemblance between what the specialist recog-

nizes as, say science, and what appears in schools may be remote, indetl.

An academic discipline as understood by its practitioners is a 'body

of concepts (i.e. a conceptual structure) by means of which it is possible

to deal with certain range and type of subject matter (i.e. substantive'

atructure) and a set of methods, procedures, and criteria for discovery

and verification of knowledge in that discipline (i.e. syntactical struc-

tures) (Schwab, 1964). This conception of the discipline is built ihto

codrees and textbooks used for inductipg neophytei into the spevialty, that

is, in upper level 4nd giaduate texts and courses.

Introductory college courses sometimes follow the Alv accepted

version oe the discipline, but4ey often do not. Applications are intro-

duced to illustrate the uses of the discipline's knowledge. Difficult or

esoteric topics axe dropped or deemphasized. It is helpful co think of,

the academic subject as a collection of related disciplines organized for

teaflhing. Most introductory college courses, then, present a subject --

1 *)
.,4)



physics, say --- which consists of selections from various disciplines ...

high energy physics, fluid mechanics, electricity and magnetism,...---organ-

imnd to introduce aspiring specialists to these disciplines. A subject is

several related disciplines organized for rapid, efficient transmission to

neophytes.

I Still another version of the knowledge offered by the discipl.11e is

created to serve the purpole of general education. We might call this the

school subject, to emphasize the role it plays in general edutaiion rather

than.in the preparation of potential new recruits, School subjects are

represented primarily in textbooks used in teaching introductory college

courses,'or secondary.school courses. Not uncommonly, school Subjects in-:

clude more ihan one discipline, just as subjetts include several special,-

ties within their discipline. For example, physicalloience exists as a

. 0subject and includes parts of physics, chemistry, astrenomy, geology, and

other physical science disciplines.

Eventually, a point is reached where the school subject includes only

knowledge so widely knolon that tt cannot truthfully be said to be the prop-

erty of any discipliner= subject. It is simply general knowledge that

has become associated with,or was once associated withla certain family of

disciPlines. This can be found in elementary science books, for example,

Where topics like animals, plants, the weather, the seasons, and so on

appear.

School subjects, then, are by no means simply elementary versions of

disciplines and subjects. Knowledge from discipliner enters into theM, but

other factors enter in as well,and the selection,of uhat enters in is not

7
made solely by members of the discipline, nor in it made solely in the

4
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subiect
interests of the advancement of knowledge in that discipline. A school is

a resultant of a wider array of social forces. .

Items that arouse the interest of laymen will be emphasized. Over

a period of time, history often becomes distorted in these treatments so

as to conform to the pedagogical purpose, as when the history of science

is represented as a steady march of progress. Material is often selected
1

P

from acadsmic subjects to serve a moral purpose in the corresponding school

subject. Tha smry of Galileo's persecution by the Church for his astro-.

nomical theories in Oitttn used to drive home the value, of autonomy for

scientific inquiry. rho use of academic subject matter to teach.moral

lessons was ,,oce much more common and exPlicit than it is today. Ruth

Miller Elson's Guardians of Tradition shows"beautifully how in the 19th

century, Ameerican schoolbooks were used to.teach explioitlyan enormous

variety of moral, political, economic, and social attitudes, beliefd, and

values. Today, such teaching is more muted, but it is by no meansebeent.

The knowledge included in a school'courie, then,must not be4:thought
t .

of as a fixed quantity to which all else must be adjusted. On the .other

hand, the place of an item of knowledge in the discipline cannot be en-

tirely ignored in determining content and activities in any school subject.

A science class that presents content howe.er Well selected but)makes no

provi:4on for students to engage in the,tasks of inquiry or to experience

the role behaviorS of science would, one might argue, constitue e defec-

tive presentation of the subject.

Subject matter is not infinitely plastic, it makes demands upon the

structure of activities and of larger classroom patterns. We do not know

in general what these demands are, and it seems likely that this knowledge 1

4%
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will hava,to be worked out for each specifiic subject at each level of

difficulty. / hold out little pr6bise for the identification of generic

sharacteristics of subject matter-complexity, or degree of hierachical

structure, for example-that predict the types of classroom or activity

structures that are most effective in teachinglr subject. Too much

depends upon the dpeciEics of the content.

would suggest, therefore, that research into the effects of various

forms of classroom structure be preceded by an analysis. from 'several 'appro-

priate points of 'view of the content strticture of the activities included

as well as their performance structure and social structure, and then that
.

alternative versions be designed differing ib ways considered pertinent to

the particular investigation. With a reasonably,complete description in

hand, it should berpOssible to construct indices referring to such matters

as content complexity, though my personal judgment is that the relationships

involved are to entangled, too interactive for simple main effects of any

such variables to explain test redults.

Practices in the evaluation of student performance.in the classroom

are critical features of whatever may be the effective patterns of class-

)

room order-social, intellectualoor otherwise. Formally, student perfor-
,q

mance'is evaluated by tests --- teacher-made tests, commercial tests sup-

plied with the textbook or sold separately, official tests administired

by the district or state which may be standardised on'a nationwide.basis

or may be normed on only the local population. In addition to formal

measures, teachers' jUdgments Of such pupil characteristics as effort,
) 6

potential, conduct, attitudes, and the like are often made part of the basis

f;
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for judging students' performance in a course.

Only a narrow range of the goals professed for education.are measUred:

in such tests -- chiefly academic goals, knowledge .of subject matter and

facility with critical academic skills such as reading, writing. and

.arithmetic. ifersonal growth in any of the many dimensions often stated

in official school philosophies are almost never assessed formally.

Attitudes toward-and abilities to perform in importcnt social rolai4-

citizen, prouucer, coniumer,,parent, spouse, and the like --- are almost

never tested. To.the extent that students energies are directed in accod-
,

dance with the.criteria used.in formal evaluation of their performance,

this narrowness in formal, measures tends to narrow the range ot

effectively pursued in classrooms. Standardized measures are narrowest

of all idui therefore have;the greatest tendency to narrow the range of

professed educational goals actually pursued. competencp6based testing is

designed, in part, to broaden the range of goals ,tested for and to make

the tests more alosely related to the performances that Wil.1 actually 1.3e

expected ofstudents outside school. Whether they actually serve this
Ji

function or whether they simply,change the narrow focus of formal testing

remains to be seen and is a fit topic for research, thouph possibly not

in this partiCulAr program.

A narrow range cirmeasured outdomes makes it more likely that tasting

will.be inequitable. The tasks demanded of students.in any test are likely

to be more relevant some to social situations that others. A narrow range
C

of tasks ensures that students exposed to those situations where these part-

icular tasks are most relevant will be consistently favored. On the other

hadn, the more we try to design tests that are not closely related to any

I -1
(
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particular social situation that might be more familiar to some studenta

than to others, the more we risk a press toward irrelevance, toward pure- .

ly academic, school-related ',knowledge' that has little or no direct appli-

cation outside school.. The only solution to this dilemma lies in a wide

range of formal measures whose 1$articular bases may be permitted to doun-

teract one another.'

As we will see in a later ,section, however, broad spectrum measures

are least usefulfor purposes of external control of Schools. Also, con-

structing tests of many of the now-oognitive goals of education is tech-

nically beyond our prosent powers in many instances. (One way to broaden

.therspectiiim,pf measures used to evaluate stildeht performance withaut'en-

countering these difficulties is to improve and systematize teacher judgMent.

Very little is reliably knOwn about'how teachers presently proceed in

making judgments about pupils' performance in areas not covered by formal

' measures. We know that their judgments are, to put the matter kindly,

highly inferential and unsystematic. But we also know that human judgments

can.be sensitive and reliable indicators of extremely Comples phenomena,

things as complex' as gymnastic perfCrmaace, grades of lumber, apples, or

other commodities, or the s'tate of health of a patient. Theta; heights of

'qualitY in hUman judgment are attained when rats/ unaided judgment is disci-

plined by training and essisted by scales anti rating schemes. / do not un-

derstand why these techniques have not been applied to the extremely im-
,

portant problem of assessing the more complex outcomes of classroom practices.

Teachers around the country could be trained,and 'calibrated' to one an-
,

otheror to an miternal standard in much the same way amateur astronMers

arestaught by correspondence to judge the brigh'tness of variable stars with.
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sufficient accuracy to provide scientifically imPortant data. The creation

of only one such judging schemteftr only one impoitant coiplex outcome

would, I think, show what cou1de done with this technique and lead to

rapid development of a variety of juAgmental measures for non-,intellective

outcomes as well as intellective ones. 'Judgmental indices might be devel-
/-

aped for such non-intellective outcomes as autonomy, self-respect, self- ;

esteem conadence, integrity, capacity for objective self-evaluation,

Ntcommitment to imPortant social values, effectiveness.in interpersonal

relations, capacity for working within and through organizations, capacity
4

,r

for political action, as well as traits of character, be1iefs, feelings

and creative and appreciative abilities.

Finally, the impact of evaluatiOn proceduris and devices depends'

critically upon how they and their results are used. An intriguing,

study was done in the 1930's that has not to my,knowledge been,repeated,

*indicating that very substantial gains in end-of-courie achievement were

obtained by the simple expedient of making each test given in ther,course

cover all material previously presented in the.course, rather than cover-

ing ohly the material presentedsince the last test. (Learned and Hawkey,.

1940). It is known that small variations in the conditions of administra-

of a
tion test can significantly Affect scores. We need to,understand the

impact of various clasiroom uses of testa oh what they measure. ,

Different; learnings inevitab1yhave different; degrees of

for persons in different social situations. Whin what is presented in a

classroom is consistently more useful to some students than otherst we,

1 9
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should not be surprised to find greater achievement among those for whom

the material id more useful, either presently or in anticipation. More-

over, when the material presented is more closely related,to social situa-

tions the student has encountered at home or in her neighborhood, We should .

expect a greater degree of readiness to learn it, even perhaps prior mas-

tory of it. Such inequities have been forably called to our attention in

recent years, especially Where minorities and women are concerned. In an

, effort to counteract these sources of inequity, Materials and activities a

are sometime4 designed that have little relevance to any social situation.

If'such'items are not altogether useless, they at least favor those students

whose powers of generalization are most deyeloped, permitting'them to apply

the generalized presentation to their yerticular situation.

Efforts io make'classroam work more relevant to students lives and

social situations raise poignant dilemmas. Most students from all, social

strata aspire during their school years to occupations near the top'of the

value hierarchy. Do we therefore draw mainly upon these occupaticns for .

' our pedagogical examples? If go, we offer examples closerlto the experience

of students from higher status backgrounds. On the other hand, if we ofter

exemPles drawn from students' actual social situations what are we doing

to their aipirations Where in all this does the school find its proPer

role with respect to students, parents, peer groups, uther reference grnups,

and the larger societli? .

The reformer bent upon showing that the content of.school programs is,

biased can certainly' do so from some one of theie perspectives, for no

matter what ohoice the school makes, the results will favor some social

group, and if some,social group is to be favored it will naturally be the

2
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dominant.ones that is what dominant means. We can only 'understand the

1

difficult choices Open to usln this troubled area if we comprehend the

full range of what Broudy (1970) has aptly called 'the life uses of school

learnings'. If we assume that each item learned has only thp obvious uses-
)

,--learning to spell is only useful for writing, learning a language is

%!

only useful for reading, speaking, or writing that language;- learning a

-

'skill is *only useful when that skill is used -- then no researa is

needed. rt is a roftine matter to note what social rolei call for what'

capabilities and then to determine the array of roles,for which a .given
0

- item of learning iA relevant. But if learning tospell also makes a

person less ashamed of writing and therefore more willing to do itt.0

learning a language helps a person underhand the limitations Of his

tive language, iflearning a skill contributes to a person's.senselof cam-

petence, then we need to know how different learnings contribute to com-

petence in different life situations. OnZy when we know how the iOrtant

Content of the various subjects may be used will be able to judge the ex-.

,1

tent to which they may'be of differential value to persons with different

social origins, circumstances, or aspirations. If we wish to take these

questions beyond polemic, we must have knowledge,of the potential and

actual life uses of school learnings.

If you want a large number of students to know'something, the single,

most effective thing you can do, apparently, is simply to give them an

opportunity to learn it (Husen, 1967).1 will venture the hypothesis, as'

yet unsupported by data directly testing it, that the next iost effective

thing would be to make something important to

attainment of.the knowledge, i.e., to make it

,(

the student contingent upon

an operational goal for the

a.

',1
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student. In many cases itudents are simply not'aware that their perfor-

. mance falls short of our goals for them or, more important, of what is or

'Will be expected of them in qualifying for or accomplishing_something
6

importaAt to them. Dornbush (1974) fi.pund that high school students in

San FranAsco who were barely passir# schoolwork with performance that

at best faMiliarized them with the academic subjects but did not give-

them thkmastery they, would heed for further Atudy in college, neverthe-

less aspirea to attend college and were apparently not aware that their

high sdhool performance would be,an impediment. Ogbu. (1974) found that

many youngsters in Stockton,'CalifOrnia, who were only Marginally pass-

ing their academic work in school believed they already knevi iti apparently

because they had studied it before iven though unsuccessfully iv the tea-

cher's and school's standards. Apparently the students' goals had been

met by an inadequate performance and nobody or nothing in,the school man-

aged to make the school's higher standards truly effective in guiding their

judgments of their performance.

It is,likely that many.students persist in unsatisfactory performanoe

because they think, for any of a nUMber of Atasons that they cannot do.

better. In their own minds they axe helpless;to improve scholastically:

Unlebs the school forcefully demonstrates to each student that adequate

, achievement is possible., belief in their own inability to achieve, com-

bined with the school's willingness' to provide the things most important

:to the student anyway promotion to the:next grade, passing marks, a

high Ilchool'diPloma -- work to confirm the student's impression that he or

,she is doing well enough and as well as he or she can. Adamnant insistence

that students accomplish what they truly cannot or firmly believe they'
4,

9 ,)
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cannot, of,course, could,have serious negative consequences. But a coin-

plaisant attitude toward mastery conveyed by the teacher or school

i

ex-

,

plicitly or n operating procedures is certain to depress achievement for

students for whom the goal of mastery of an item hai not been internalized

as a personal goal.

The study of how,students 'readL 'the school's goals and how they form

their own in rellonse and the effect of both on student outcomes (a broad

range of achievement variables and other outcomes of interest) strikes me

as of the aighest urgency,ind priority. First, objective, valid means of

detecting or measuring'students' actual goals for their own, performance

must be found. Since students who do not share the school's goals for

therdaxe likely to be failing or marginal studentt and virtUally certain to

exhibit'one or anothervariety of maladaptive or disruptive beherior (by

school standards, again) they are likely to have a nuMber of characteris-

tics that set them off from their fellows-in additiori to thosecassociated

with goals. Both Dornbush (1974) and Ogbu,(1970:seem to.have made good

starts in this directiOn, Dornbush by,asking students.how well they.be-

lieyed they were dcAng and cOmparing that With records of adhievemint,

and Ogbu by interview ethnographic methods.

Cs'

When we are able to detect these goal maladies and distinguish them

from other causes of poor performance with which,they are commonly aisociated,

the next logical itep would be to'carry mit experiments in which attempts

of various ,types are made to secure aiitceptance and internalisation by the

student of school goals in some subject, and contequences observed. Hu-

manity as well as good scientific procedUre lemands that we insure that

these goals truly'are important foithe student befoie convincing.him that

0 ')
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they are. In part, we can satisfy ourselves on this point by choosing

subjects like reading and arithmetic which enter into such a wide variety

og out-of-school activities for everyone that their value can hardly be.

questioned. But we must also check with individuals and groups iiportant

to,the student. If parents and family judge the goals-to be important,

if peer group members do (or, more realistically, personi now mature who-

were once like peat if figured important'in the student's neighborhood

and community do, then we can be confident that we are not imposing a,

harmful goal. Ensuring that the Student is truly able to accomplish the

goal is impossible, but we can approach certainty by,Checking the students!

performance in other.areas of life outside school. Unless.thwstudent ,

shows marked performance decrements in activities outside'school peer

group and family activities, chiefly, but-also simply living and getting

around in his environment --- we can assume ability to accomplish school

goals. Even if the student does exhibit difficulties outside-school that

seem traceable,to low mental ability, we need only set the goals lower

ini.tially and-gradually see how far they can be raised.,,

The dominant psychologidal traditions of researchon motivation am-

phasizes interpersonal influence. I would encourage futUre research tr
c)

concentrate rather on classroom and school practices and policies. Tea-.

chars are often urged to establish a personal relationship with.each

student, in part, at loast, in hopes that the student will therefore pay,

.more attention'tO what the teacher says and does. In the early grades this

may be a valuable, even a necesspry technique. But in Upper eltmentary and

secondary school, evidence indicates that'impersonal factors are more im-

portant than teacher personality or other personal characteristics of the
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te,her, even in influencing student attitudes. For ample, Kounin (1970)

2 3

ound to his surprise that personal charvelteristi of the teacher were

less important as determinants of student att udes toward a subject and

of behavior in the classroo0 (particUlarl,engagement) than impersonal,

task-related characteristics. Musgrove and Taylor (1969) found that Eng-

lish school children rated teacher methods of teaching ( Sample item:

"A good teach's: encourages youXo work hard at school") higher than teachers'

personalities or their methdas of discipline,in the students' images of the

ideal teacher. Such indications should encourage inestigators to examine

. teaching techniques and practices in addition to (I wouid'eVien say in pre-

ference to) the more effectively toned and interpersonal variables.

School and School-System Structures.

Schools', influence on student outcomes is, for the most pertymediated

by classrooms and allocate critical'resources --- time, teachingilearning

materials, facilities --- among classrooms and teachers.. Schools or school

districts school districts somntimes set overal 1 student performance

criteria in the form of external examinations or graduation requirements..

Teachers' performance is also evaluated at school or district level. Inno-

vations which affect more than one classroom mustjbe approved at school or

district levels. Often innovatiOns originate here, though often, too,

schools lack the resources and mechanisms't6 implement innovations effec-

tively; lack provision 2or teacher inservice education, and lack time and

expertise for determining local needs and planning innovations. Schools

mediate between the community and the classroom.. Conflicts among teachers

and departments are adjudicated at the school level. SinOe each of these

-irnl.La....... ... a -1.. - .---m..u-aamrn.u...--------urnam...a..maa...-
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activities carried on at the school level influences classrooms in poten-

important ways, schools have potentially
tiallyApowerful though indirect effects on achievement. In addition to ,

these indirect effects, schools may also influence students directly through

the climate established in the institution, its institutional press, and

the priorities established among activities and goals at the school level.'

Although the most recent round of large-scale survey research has
f

found much greater variation in achievement within schools than between

them, (Jencks and Brown0.97.5) this is not, in my judgment, reason to assume

that schools as institutions are unimportant influences on students - the
.

reeearch is not at all.definitive. But it ddes suggest that research on

classrooms is more likely yield factors that can be directly related to

,
measured achievement. I strongly suspect,that, if the outcomes measured

were expanded, school effects would also be found, though they would gen-

orally be smaller than classroom effects.

In my judgment, two problem areas are important in connection With

knowledge, curricula, and goals at ,the school and-,district level: the pre-

vailing subject organization of school curridula and its effects, and the

role of the school in mediating among different goals and priorities of

different groups.

Various reformers have urged that we eliminate subjects. They regret

the artificial divisions sUbjects seem to generai., in the unbroken web of

human knowledge. Alfred North Whitehead put thit complaint Wost eloquently:

There is only one subject matter.for education, and that is
Life in all its maniffAtitions. Instead-of this single unity,
we offer Children Algebra, from which nothing follows;
Geometry, from which'nothing follows; Science, from which
nothing follows; History from which nothing follows; a Couple
of languages, never masteredl'and lastly, most dreary of all,
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Literature,....Can such a list be said'tkrepresent Life,
as it is known in the midst 6f the livinifof it? the bebt
that oan.be'said of it Is, that it is a rapid table,of con-
tents which a deity might run Overj.n hirmind while he was
thinking of creating a world, and had not'yet determined
how to Put it together. (Whitehead, 1929, pp 10-11)

They point out that the organization of knowledge and skill that is best

from a logical point of view, from the point of view of the scholar in the

'disciplines or the advanced practitioner of some occupation, may not be

best also for the neophyte, for the requirementstof teaching, especially

of general as contrasted with specialized. education. It might%) better,

some reformers .have argued, to.begin with the child's present needs ahd

interesti and gradually build'toward the lbgical structure of subjects.

They have devised curricula that are organized around such =incepts as

"transportation"p"the city". "other lands and peoples" with various bits

and'pieces of suidects xought in as needed in the understanding of these

familiar and important features.of the wbrld out4d4,..the school.

Still Others have aritized a subj6ct organization as inherently con-.

servatiVe and almost aertainly out-dated. They point out .that the society,

social isFies and problems the worlds of work ancl'of daily lige are

changing at a fantastic rate," while subjects, by their very nature look to

the unchanglng or slowly'changing past. Just compare what is being Written

an4 read today with what appears'in English coUrses, or today's mathematias

of computers and stattstics withwhat appears in math courses and you will

stile the inevitable lag between subjects and life.

e
It han been argued that subjects are of little direct use in daily life

except,to those few students who go on to become academics. The effort to

stbtain other children's intexest,in this material is an unnecessary burden

"



on teachers and schools.

It is difficult, also, to accomodate the other aims ofeducation with-

in the moldscreated by academic sUbjects. Moral and,value.questiona can

only be treated in a vary peculiae.academic fashion. The transmissidh of

cultural and moral values and norms is made unnecessarily difficult by the

academic organ4zatiOn and emphaiis of school curricula: The subjects place

too much reliance on purely cognitive, purely syMI.Olic matters. Theionly.

o.

permit a sterile, pale, weak contact with the academic's raconatructions

of reality.

It has even been argued thatAh.e school subjects are .not well suited .

to devAloping intellectual abilities. ill we give students in academic

subjects is factual knowledge. Subject iatter emphasis encourages mental

passivity, prevents trunsfer of knowledge, and fails to encourage active

use of what is acquired. The traditional teaching techniquee such a cur:-

riculum favors are didactic, expository, prescriptive, and deductive

unsuited to teaching students how to think.

Scholars have undermined the justifiCations for the subject curriculum

to a considerable degree. Piaget's work calls into questio9,whether the

wCrkings of children's minds permits them to assimilate the concepts of

the disciplines. Philosophers have questioned the assumptions about the

humand mind and about human knowing,embodied in,justifications of.the sub.

ject Volanyi (1967), for example, argues that public, .

propositional knowledge of the sort considered by philosophers rests on an

unarticulated basis of tacit, perconal knowledgevand that we neglect this

more basic form of human knowing at our peril. Students of intellectual

history poiht out that the current set of academic disciplines did not
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exist a century ago, that each discipline has a unique and checkered his-

tory, that. the development of these disCiplines may be a part of a peculiar

historical moment and may serve purposes of which their members are only

dimly aware. It may be that science serves,primaray the function of

inducing acceptance of a worldview and metaphysics congenial to ap indus-
,

trical and technological society, just as the teaching of theology once

served to strengthen European theocracies. Anthropologists stress the

formal comparability 6f the knowledge represented in many culttiral systems;

most of which.have nothing comparable to disciplines.

And yet, in spite of attacks from all sides sustained for more than

a century, the subjet curriculum survives in colleges, universities,$and

kacondary school, and does not do to6 badly in elementary schools. "Only in

pre-school and primary programs is it sbstantially challenged by an alter-

native form of.curricular organization. How has it managed to survire?

Partly becausevthe case for it.has remained convincing to so, many. But

mainly, I think, because it is fUnCional. Subjects perform,so

portant functions in so'many far4lungAcorners of, a diverse and ill-coord-
.%

Jutted enterprise that they provide almost the only integration and con-
g

.tinuity the enterprise.can exhibit.'

Consider the important role played by school subjects in the following
A

aspects of the operation of schools:

-Within schools; time and space are allocated to subjects; students are

assigned to study certain subjects in certain places at certain times.,

-Pacitlities, suCh as laboratories, gymnasiavaxt rooms, etc., are assigned

by aubject; so are supplies and materialse'including textbooks.

-Frequently,,teachers are organized in departments based on subject matter.

2 .9
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-Teachers are hired and,assigned to teach on the baais. of their subject,

matter qualifications.

-Decisions to change curriculum or teaching methods are often made within

subjects, as when the math teachers decide to change their text adoption.

-Students; performance is evaluated on a subject-by-suirject basis.

'-Ail course.offeringsloust fit within a department in secondary schools

and colleges; thus, additions to the curriculum are made within a frame

set by subjects.

-Students form attitudes toward sUbjects; on the basis of these attitudes

'(in part) they judge their fitness for further study and tor lobs related

to that subject.

-For many teachers; tile primary attraction of the job lies in the opportunity

it gives them to deal with an interesting subject.,

Outside the schoOl,

-Teachers are prepared and certified in a subject.

-Textbooks are.written and produced in subjects.

-Graduation requirements, college entrance requirements and the like are

expressed in terms of the completion of studi in certain Subjects.

-Teachers are organized in;part by subject; many professional journals for

teachers are published by subject matter associations.

Any one of these tasks could probably be accomplished without reference to

any school subject. But is there another single basis foraccomplishing

all of them? Xf there should be one that X cannot imagine, would it achieve

the acceptance of teacher educators, textbook publishers, university entrance

examining committeeso'school districts, and the other agencies whose inter-
,

locking efforts are/needed to make a mass system of education operate?

`:31)
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In physical science, when a system is held in a parti8ular state by

the action of more.forces than are needed to keep it there the system is
4

said thverdetormined. Subject organization of lurricula is an overde-.

terminedsystem. As much as I Sympathize withliany of the complaints

about s6ject organization, I think the attempt to undermine it is mis-,
4

placed. Effort wou:d be better directed toward. making the system more

/flexible so that'features of the curribulum not really mandated by subject

organiiation but fUstified that way could be replaced.

An important chapter in the histori of American curriculum reform:is

the story of!repeated attempts to displace the sUlject OUrriculum with

other, more flexible schemes. These attempts have been successful only in

the kindergarten, pre-school, and primary grades. Temporary successes

have been scored in certain institutions at other levels, but these have

'rarely spread to a significant proportion of public schOois, and have

t.

frequently not lasted a generation.

Experimental comparisons between the more prominent schemes and tra..

ditional initruction have been carried out, but inconausively. ,The chief

obstacle to a usefulPcomparison is ,ibsence 'of agreement on a yardstick of -

results. 'If subject-matter achievement is takne as,the yearstick, and,if .

data are collected and treated in such as wares to make a.sensitive com-

parison, subject-matter based curricula win. .(Walker and Schaffarzick,

1974). If, on the other hand measures more directly related to what is

taught and studied in the new program are used, the challenger wins. When

hoth are used, each wins on its own turf and laymen are leit to decide which

results are most important -- thay almost always opt for subject matter

achievement. An additional problem occurs when we attempt to compare
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. programs pursuing a relatively narrow refige of goals with programs pur-
. d

, I
suing a broader range. Xt would be unreasonable to expect as much advance

,

...

,

on each of a jarge set of goals ae'on a much smaller set. So any comparison
yt

. on a few measures favors a narrowly focused program pursuing a few related

goals --- most subjeCtpurricala may be so charcterized whil, any com-

parison on a large array Of measures must be very well desigiled if it is

to detect-gelatively small gains in time inteivals of a year or Aess.,

For all these reasons, I would,be skeptical of the value .of research

into alternativet to the. subject curriculum. I wOuId recommend such a

study only if p.

a. the new basis of organization could be shown capable of performing

all or most.of the criAcal functions performed by subjects, notAusi
, ,

.one or two of them.

b. the goals pariued by the, new program overlapped substantially With

those pursued by traditional subject-centered programs, so that anh4

interpretable comparison of outcomes could be made.

c. the alternative basis of organization already 'has so much support

that its proponents will put it into,practice anyway, but would

otherwise not be ible'or interested in mounting research to compare

effects with subject curricula,

Sven under thete conditions, I would suspect that such research might be

of little practical value, because I simply cannot imagine the political

situation thet supports the subject carriculusi being upset by,research

results of any bat, the molt startling kixd.

The difficulties involved in assessing the effects of different cur*
ire highlighted if we contrast preteat scadosSA and vocational curricula.

riculaA Thmse two programs involve students in substantially different

a.
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courses and activities over several years. lf curricular differences make

a difference, surely it should sbpw up here. The evidencto Mat exists tends
,to show that the academic curriculum produces superior tested achievement.

4

In addition, chances of a student's getting a college education are much

greater in the academic curriculum. (Shaycofty 1973) Even when statistical

corrections ..are applied to correct for different academic ability or socio-

econamiO status of entering students., academic curricula.still produce more'

students who enter and =Plate college. Turthermore, Audios indicate that
.

graduates ofvocational progrems do worse than graduates of.academic curri-

cula in the job market. Very few vocati'Onal students get jobs of the sort

they train fors few even enter the same industry.,

And yet the question of the relativa benefits of the two curricula.are

not settled, among ini/estigators and sewhardly to.be raised among policy-
.

makers., Until experimental comparisons with random assignment of stVent$

to curricula:and believable cutc.cAe measures ire conducted, we canno'.., ex-

pect the intellectual issue to be resolved. (I doubt whether it would be

"resolved even then.) And the practical issue siems to be more a matter of

power than of ideas, Aside.from the trend toward enrollment of a greater

proportion of young people in school,the most marked and longest 1asting

trend in the American secondary school has been the trend toward more prac-

tical or vocational offerings.

Priatical subjectsAre conglomerations of the knowledge and.skill

needed to practice some art, craft, occupation, or profession. Accounting,

for.example, is a moderately complex skill required in all.busineeses. It

is a relatif4ely unified system of skills. Home economics, on the other

hand, is a loom) collection of skills and knowledge helplul in managing a

,.)
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household and family. Whatever unity practical subjects have comes not

32

from the intellectual ptructure of an academic discipline -- although in

.such advanced practical eubjecte as engineering, thisis nearly true --

but from the interrelated :demands of ,the practice of tHe art, draft, occu-

pation, or profession.

These subjects.constitute the closest approximation yet devised to

an alternative, to subject matter as a curricular organizing princlple.

Just as a academic subject takes knowledge from a clustar of related

disciplines and shapes it for general edudation, so a practidal subject

?

takes knowledge and skill from a cluster og a related arts, crafts, occu-

pations, or professions. I think we must reger#ocationaldurricula as

general education programs, ones thacIntroduce students not to an oc.,

cupation alone, but to a range of important social roles, including job-
,

related ones.

One Might even izaiiine constructing an entire cUrriculum of practical

subjects. Suppose,for example, we glanced,at a master list of occupations

and tried to construct 10 or fewer 'subjects' that pretty well covered the

'knowledge',roquired for these, and constructed a series of general. edudi,

tion 'courses' aiound these (recalling that we are going to craftily design

thole courses so ,as to maximize student engagement). Material in home eco-

nomics, hame-and-family living, personal economics, and zimilar,courses

would introdUce students to important social roles other than occupational

roles.

While I think it,is Attila to invest much in the eearch for alterna-

tivei to subjects'as the organizing prindiple of schwas, / think many of the

criticising of subject organization are jUstified and can and shou3d be

3 4
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, ameliorated. This can be dohezby reorganimingthe activities within courses ,

in the various subjeOts and also by observing the form of subject organiia*

tion while in fact organizing courses.on bases other than academic sub-,
a, (1.

ects. Soth.processes haye been in operation for some time, and may, in

fact, repkesent evolutionary trends toward other bases of curricular organ-
,

ization.

,

. .
The bland, idealistic, and all-encompassinckstatements of official

1.

aims and philosophy found in every school and district imply a consensus .1

on' goals and priorities aTong them that simply does not square with what

facts we know. Alliurveys of Americans' goals for public education re-

veal a bewildering variety. Downey '(lM) synthesized these into four

major groups: intellectual, social, personal, andvprodudtive. If social

and productive are combined into i,single category we have the traditional

;

triad, student, knowledge, and society, recognized as determinants of

schooling. Much of the politics of school reform can be interpreted as

truggles on behalf of those who place these three Oator'functions in
,

different priority. The contribution of schooling to eadh of these areas

must satisfy those among the public who hold this function in high esteem

or face, at the least, iose of support from these persons. Schoolc, in

other words, have to cover three very Iarge bases.

Schools. must therefore flinction in a social environment that expects_

several quire different sorts of accomplishments, and shift0 its emphasis 1

among these different goali unpridictibly.as piiblic opinion, socially sig-

nificant,events or trends in the society, or, political realignments change

the power end influence of groups advocating different priorities. To

35
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'function in such in environment is a constant test'of any public institu-

tion`s dtability and responsiveness. How can schools function when so

many conflicting, fluctuating demands impinge directly upon teachers and

administrators? How can school staid reach agreement on institutional

goals if the community is divided? Haw can,teachers remain fith in ihsis-
.

ting that s:ilidefits achieve officially approved goali when everybody knows

that priori-Les may change at any'moment with a new board of education, a'

change of admiaistration, or even with events, of the day? How cap le ex-

pect students to take their insistence serimisly when others whom they

fespect consider these goals ,unimportant?

Presumably, when all the important influences on kyoungster are of

one voice on the matter of what's important, theyoungster is moreaikely

a

to accept this verdict and behave a-ccordingly. Nhen the important in-

fluences urge digferent goals or standards for the youngetor's behavior,

the likelihood of his encountering some sort of problem is increaaed. ,If

the youngster cleaves to one of the contending parties, he must contend

with the hOstile efforts of the otheis. If he attempts some sort of aCcomm

°dation, he may fall to attain it and suffer varioue personal and social

ill effects. If he does reach a. satisfactory.accodmodation, he may therebi

make an important cont#bution to the society,as well as to his'own well-

being., It is not entirely clear which situation is the more difficult for

a youngster to face or which has, on balance, the More positive outcomes.

A monolithic social environment has its drawbacks and presents serious

problems to anyone who must cope with it. Nevertheless We can ask the ob-

jective questions what are the consequences o; placing a youngster in a

situation of consensus among importantcreference groups as contrasted with

3 6
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placing him in a dituation hwere these reference groups disagree?

I would not,expect to find i clear or useful answer,to the question

put in this bald form. Too much depends upon the details of the situation,

and upon the context, the youngster's early-upbringing, the family 'and

neighborhood situation, the cultural traditions extant. The consensus to

which,an Amish youngster is exposed cannot be lightly compared to the con-

sendus in a nearby rural, protestant village, nor to that of an isolated

Appalachian Community or a Navajo reservation. Furthermore what we may

perceive as, dissensus, may, appear to a youngster as options or alternatives,
,

offering a degree of liberation or as sources of tension and conflict --

to :lame only two of the simplest ways the situation,could be construed.

Because of these situations I would expeCt particularistic 'methods,

case study, or ethnographic,procedures to hold the greatest promise of

progress on this problem. The central problems, it seems to me, are two:

how does'the presence of competing ideals or norms among important referenda

groups influence the students' allocations of energy, attention, and time

and, subsequently therefore, outcomest and what are the personal and social

consequences of having to cope with this dissensus? In'both cases, other

areas of life where.ihe youngster aces not have to cope with competing ideals

otstandards could be used as controls. In addition, communities and cul-

tures could be studled comparatively in this respect. Since it is unlike*

that knowledge gained from ',this sort of stAidy would enable us to remove con-

flict where is.oxists, if that should prove desirable, or introduce it where

it does not, emphasis:should lieplaced on studying how the shcool and
.

community could most constructively cope With both situations

Most schools show fairly well-defined status hierarchy among their

4,
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,various pUrposes. A se"condary school ia a wealthy suburban community

amphasizeecollaege entrance as its primary goal. Wpmers of scholarship

contests are,posted. Administration, teachers, and school board members

celebrate if their school gets more winners than neighboring schools or

more than they got last'year. In another school in a rural area, the'

agricultUral program may be the community'S pride and ley. lnmany,com=

munities sports and related eitracurricular activities have high status

and receive a large 'share of the school's and comWunitys resources. Gen-

erally speaking, a school's statui hierarchy will be complex, 'with many

different purposes represented in various ways at various places in the
c.

hierarchy.'
4

To what extent and ih what ways do discrepancies between the purposes

*

formally embodied in the corriculum and stated goals of a'school and the -

purposes implicitly embodied in ;the school's-statUs hierarchy,and informal

operations affect achievement? .This question has received considerable

attention in recant years %lades the label 'hidden curriculum'. Beginning ,

with Dreeben (1968), a number of invootigators have pointed to the unques-
,

tionable fact that schools exhibit regularities in the behavior of students

and teachers which are purposeful and furittiona1 but which-it-re not formally

acknowledged as part of the' official curriculum. 'For example, students

elemeitary schools must be,helped to learn such norms is independence,

achievement, and universalism. The practioes.of elementary schools can be

shown to exemplify and reinforce,these norms, eVin though they appear in ho

study guide or curricuiUm statement: Inkeles and Smith (1974) suggest that

the hidden curriculum rather than, what is formally taught4n schools may be

the major factor responsible for the school's contribution to modernisation

7 9 Or
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in developing countries. Form may be more important than substance in

school programs for both acadamicrlearning and for such important non-

intellective outcomes ai.moral commitment (Bidwell, l973Y4

Quite obviously, this line of thought has Wortint implications for

research into the conseqUences of school organization. But since it is

V.treated more centrally in other papers in this series, X will simply

give it this brief mention in this Paper. / would caution only 'against a

tendenci to see the formal curiiculum and the hidden curriculum as mutually

exclUsive and exhaustive categories. The argument offered byInkeles and

Smith, for example, is simily-that it is implausible to suppose that read-
4

ing, writing, arithmetic and the other contents of"the formal curriculum

produce modernization they observed, so therefOre the hidden curriculum

must be responsible. This overlooks the possibility that it may have been

A. due to less obvious concomitant
outcomes of the formal 'Curriculum.. Mastery

of arithmetic, for example, may give a stildent confidence that the world

is More comprehensible than he,and his family may halre heretofore supposed:

Learning to read may give a person a greater sense.of personal efficacy

'in other areas of life. Assignment of causation to the hidden cUrriculum

should involve' positive evidence, not simply,thw'elimination' of the formal

curriculum as a cause.

Schooling Systems and their Societies

Schooling and its effects,csnnot be understood in isolation from the

larger social processes to which schooling contributes and in which it plays

a part. No form of schooling is good in itself and no set of ffects of

school may be considered good in all dituations and under all circumstances.

39
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Rather both are good because of their fitness to a way of life, a noC,

of human existence, a conditlon of,hunin society. Such, -at least, is the

consensus of educationu,'philosophers since'04to.

Thrsee problems seem most important at this largest scale eif,thoughtl'
f

What is the nature and magnitude of schooling's contribution to socail

welgire? What role does schooling play in the production, dissemination

and usa of knowledge in the society and the world? How nay schooling

.systeMs be managed, governed or controlled by the societies they serve?

Conventional wisom portrays sahooling as an agent .of social mobility:

This view,is supported by the findings of major sociological studies of the

Amp,f,ican occvpational and social structure Ouch as Blau and Duncan's

(1961) classic study. Recent students seem more caUtious: Sewell and

Hauser (1976) sound the typical note of pessimism.

It is apparent f06m 8ur analysis that the path to high occupa-

tional status is through higher education. .Higher status

families appear to make most use of this route, perhapi by pro-

viding the'genes and the stimulating environment that result in

superior cognitive abilities and school performance. (pp. 23-4)

They alio note that their results showed "a modest amount of direct status

inhiqitance".

In part, the problem here is Whether the glass is half-full or half.

empty. Just how much cóntribution to social mobility should the'school

be expected to,make? if we expect schooll:fl trA bringcabout such mobilitt

that the child's occupatiOn and statusr bear no rclation whatever to.the

parents', then schooling is failing us. If,we are satisfied when schools

41 0,



permit the moit talented quarter, 'say, of children of lower status parents

to advance beyond tSeir parents' station in life; we may be reasonably

content with schooling's contribution to acial mobility.

But there are more serious grounds for disagreement among specialists

on schoolin's contribution to social welfare. There is the question of

the school's role in maintaining the hierarchical structure of'status'and

power what is,called in European literature, social reproduction. If

schools did not confer such disparate 6tatus on individuals, and make the

disparitS, seem legitimate, the ,argument

goes, a hierarchical social and occupational structure would have greater

difficulty perpetuating itself, The exteme version,of this argugant

albcation theory --- maintains that schOoling's impact on society comes
,

,

ii,f44optinantly from its role in'assigning'adult success to students on the

basis of the duration and type of their sChooling. Meyer ,(1§77) extends

the line of antment even further, to something he *ails legitimation

theory, which mai4teins-that the system of schooling 'defines certain types

of knededge as extant and 4p7authoritative , 'defines categories or persons

who are to be treated as possessing these bodies ofsknowledge and formi 14 f

authority', and 'validates both elites and citizens'. (p. 66) in short,

fox legitimation theoriits, what is taught in schools is essentially irrel..

event --- it might as well be pushpin as poetry. What counts-ii not the (

substantive knówiedge end skill conveyed but rather the 14itimacy of ths

status corderred on the-graduate.

This issue seems so
MOMAU.MUS

. that we are inclined to think we must

resolve it before we can justify ittonding to any of the more detailed

problems posed earlier. Egalitarians may well ask why, if schooling
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contributes little or nothing to social mobility, worry so.much about

whether sghools are productive and efficient? Ultimate questions are
0

,deceptive in this way. If we allowed oursolveilt6 indulge thii attitude

wholheartedly, we would drop everything until the ultimate meaning.of
ci

life had been determined'.

I doubt whether at the' present tiMe we have the ir-estigative cape-

bility to resolve these dispittes; I doubt whether they are resolvable by

facts 6f ani kind; I therefore do not think reseerch.into this i:ssue

should have a high priority. It seems to me extremely likely thateduca-

tion's independent contribution to any one overall'society-wl.de char,cter-
,

istic --- GNP r Social mobility, consUmer price index, some hypothetical

index of Political well-being, or a global index of quelity of life--is

Aoing to be small cOmpared to all other factors also influencing the index.

To search for these small increments with current techniques is roughly
'

like seeking the structure of DNA with e hand lens.

In any event, whatmatters, or should matter, is the relative size of:

tho contribution of education compared to other collective actions we

,might take. It is misleading to coMpare education's effect to the effect

Of family.backgraund, for example, if what we want to know is how we can

intervene in the social situation to improve it. To answer this question -

we should compare education to other possible interventions. Obviously,

comparing two miniscule quantities is technically even more difficult than

detecting either.

Purthermore, the size of ducation's net influence on some society-

wide index iO a misleadino measure of its importancecio the society. In'

many cases education presses on both sides of the scale. For example,

4 ,1
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the same educatior that may make worker s more productive may also make

them more Ware cp, their political rights and more knowledgeable in pur-

suing them,'potentially leading to'settlements with employers that tend to

reduce net productivity. Higher levels of education iiy tend to increase

.overt conflict in a society if parties whose interests conflict are en-
,

abled to see their interests more clearly and fi§ht for them p6re effec-

tiyely. Large scale social'surveys oversimplifyl Ensuine academic debates

intimidate policy-maknrs and leave them.with the impression that education

has no important effect --,. how could it if we can't find hard evidence?
,

The nature and quality of the arguments already advanced in the debatel

leave Oirious doubt in my mind whether the dispUtants or their audiences
:

will be persuaded by evidence of any kind. Defenders of schooling ,such as '.

Hyman, at al. (1975 show themselves willing tItrept trivia as stand-ins

for 'the enduring effects of education's Allocationists and legitimation

theorists such as Meyer (1977) traffic in specious contrasts'between ea-

pertise and the credential that certifies itr, actiag as if it makes no

difference in society whether'doctors can heal or chemists'manipulate com-

pounds if only theiesheepskins say the right thing. Research results will

not bel firm enough to withstand the pressures of politics here.

If' 'any research is iustifiable in this domain at this time, it is close

an4d areful tracings of the relation between demands of,specific life

1r las and particular school learnings. We need an idea of the many ways

in which school learninqs can enter into people's lives out of school so

that we can determine thalextent to which they in fact do so enter and

prove usegul or not. We also need to know what demands for knowledge, skill;

and the like people's lives are making on them so that we can determine the

.4 0
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gap between what school provides and what people need. The net effectafell

these contributions on global indices is less important.

We should expect schooling to play its most substantial role in that

subsystem of modern societies responsible for producing distributin and

using formal or organized knowledgel.what is sometimes called the KPUD

(knowledge production, fitilization, and dissemination) system, or 'the

knoWiedge indus#ry'. Indeed, investigators (Machlup, 1962t for example)

do find education making a key con'tribution to the production and distri!.

bution ofknowledge. We do not know however, whether the contribution is

as great'as it might be if otheeinOtitutional arrangements than schoold

were employed !or this purpose, or whether the system's results are on

balance good for the society, or whether its benefits are'distributed as

equitably as they might be. Some.of the more important questions being

raised in connection with the school's contribution to knowledge are really

questions about knowledge'More than schooling: c;thers concentrate more on

the school's role.

Knowledge is not directly observable: we infer'it AO a person't

actions. Silt inferences depend upon assumptions, usually unstated, often

unconscious, on the part of the observer. Thus thei skeptic always has room

for doubt whether anyone.knolasanything. A thOi6ghgoing sociological

skepticism doubts whether knowledge is ever more than a status conferred on

what some peppló are able to do to make it seem more worthy and difficult

than what others can do., Thus the scholar's ability to translate a Sanskrit

manuscript is called knowledge, while the peasant's ability to eke out A

tying on meagre resouces is lot. Linguists maintain that all languages
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are essentially equal in d4ificulty Cr complexity. sociological and an-

thropological investigations of so-called 'primitive' cultures and 'back- 4

ward' subcultures seem always to return findings of surprising comOlexity,

beauty, and nobility in People's lives together. Perhaps, then, the socid-

logical skeptic reasons,.all cultures, all societies, all human groups

exhibitfiehavior that is as intricately patterned, as well-suited to its

authors' situation in life, as worAy of study AS any others'.. And why

not dignify those behavior patterns with,the term 'knowledge', even if it

does not correspond to our possibly ethnocentric definitions?

within a single complex society in a modern industrialized nation we

can find many subcultures and intact social groups who seem to stand in the

same relation to the official, mainstream of western culture as other cultures .

stand to it. .why not extend the xeasoning to' them?. Perhaps members of all

Social classes possess their own*brinds of'knowledg'. If so, the know- s

ledge recognized at such and,purveyed throu0 schools is only a seliction,
0.

and a biased selection, of the total spectrum of knowledge extant in the

entire society.

The central question here is na, as it is usually stated, 'how knows.

° ledge is socially.dSfined', but rather theirelative vaiue of different forms

3

of knowledge claimed by different social groups. The prevailing view in

Wssterh Societies is, of course, that the formal disciplinesiof modern

science and scholarship represent the epitome of human knowledge lor all

persons regardless of social origin or social group membership. Is it really,

il

or is this udgment simply ethnocentric? How could we ever tell" We can

tell what values people do in fact put different bodies of knowledge,
,

usinty market values or other tradititially Accepted indicators of general
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social value and esteem. Hut this wi41 always show the values of tho

inant groups in that society, and the charge being made is that 'these dom-

inant groups overvalue the knowledge they claim and devalue:the knowledge

claimad'by other groups. What woUld seem to be needed to resolve the

question is a determination of the objective potential value, of various

competing types and:versions of knoWledge in all the social situations

where such knoWledge might piay a role. I do not see how research could

'ever !supply what is needed to resolve the,iquestion,though:perhaps it might

advance the level of debate somewhat. Ultimately, this is the sort of,

iisue that is settled, if at all, by the court of public opinion.

At the present time disputants on both sides get away with gross

oversimplifications.- Defenders of modern Western knowledge point to science,

the harder the betterl'as evidence for their case, while ignoring the mime

pliusibla examples used by critics -- history, anthropologyc the social

sciences, the arts. The few really careful comparisoni Of modern_Western
r

knowledge with other,versions,(Horton(1971) is an outstanding example) show

,surprisingly and, refreshingly mixed results and make the issues seem much,

subtler and more interesting than the polemics would indicate. If research

,on the general efficacy of knowledge in a society is wted, I stro4ly urge*

that ittreat detailed, specific reals of knowledge in a careful, Com-

paritive fashion, in the manner of Horton's work.

The other line of attack on prevailing conceptions of knowledge .

accepts the validity and importance of knowledge as understood by experts,-

advanced practitioners of the various disciplines --- but questions whether

what the school, puiveys is a fair and'valid sample of this knowledge. This

14.444 of .thought speaks of what is offered in schools as 'soCially organised

4, f3
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knciwledge' (Young, 1971)u and treats the school curriculum ai "juit one

of the mechanisms by through whicirknowledge is 'socially 'distributed"

(p.27). This line of thought emphasikes the hierarchicia structure of

knowledge and asks about the relation between this struciure and the larger

social structure. The charge is made that school knowledge is 'abstract,

highly literate, individualistic and unrelited to nonclischool'knowledge''

(P. 38). The-school isseen as "maintains the social order through the

taken for granted categories of its superordinates who process pupils and

knowledge in mutually confirming way." (keddie, 1971, p. 15).."Tim ability

to maintain these categories as consensual when there arm among the clients

in school conflicting definitions of the situation, resides in the'un'equal

distribution of pawn."

, The force of this argument depends on a factual question the simi-

larities.andl differences botweer, schdol knowledge and that extant among

various social groups outside schoOl -- and on a non-factuel queiiion

value
the rolativeAof the knowledge purveyed in school and the knowledge utant

elsewhere. The factual question Deems not to be central. to the dispute.

VIt. g..

Few would maintain that schools try to tsach the language usage characteristic
,

of their local communities, thejoisic to be found on local radio stations,-

the principle's of governm'ent actual* operating in locil jurisdictions, and .

the like, though SONO advocate they should. On the other hand it is likely,

thateven local iitimens attach More value-to school knowledge than to

non-school knowledge, and the question of the objective relative worth or

the two (or more) forms of competing knowledge independeni of the factors

in the social sitUation tha'i accountsfor thi present dominance of the one

is an intimidating challenge to research capabilitiech

I4.
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Again, I think the most piofitable approach to inquiry, on tbia

question is to trace in detailed, specific, explicit ways the specific

benefits of alternative competing forms of knowledge --- in this case,.

school and non-school forms---and leave to individual judgment the question

of their relative overall value.

A final important and neglected problem inconnect A% with the distri.. ,

bution of knowledge is that of thi availability of learning opportunities,

eapocially rsgional and social aifferences in the availability of intro.-

ductory learning opportunities in and out of school.

Children who grow up in more remote coMMunities May fina in science

cOurses, say, .thiall'live' Contact with science. (The same could be said'A

for art, literiture, drama, mathematics, foreign languagese history, musical

performanCe.or compositiois,...)'Itwas so in the smaIl West.Virginia cam-

munity where I grew up, and it is so today for many .children throughout

the.country and more so for children in many other lands. Despite fish-

.ionable talk about the many other ways children learn out of school,and

despite the reality that undoubtedly lige' behind this talk ii some homes
5,

and some communities, school remains the only 'live' exposure to many realaa
"

r e

bf human knowledge and endeavar for millions of children.

I

Large schools Are able to offer a greater variety of course, than

small ones4 It is likely, though ,not proven, that schools in cOmmunitiee

level
where the average of iducation is higher will.offer a greater variety of

more advanced academic courses. Schools where per wits; expenditure is

higher should be able to offer a greater variety of vocational course's ind

leboratory courses, courses whose cosi is greater than standard.courses.

Slectivisrkay be more 'available to some studints in a school than others.

48
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Some eleCtives have prerequisites; some require a teacher's recommendation;

where nrolmentS are limited, triteria such as grade-point average or

previoui grade in the subject or scores on aptitude tests may be used to

screen applicants. InforMally, students tend to elect courses where their

°friends and others "like me" enr011 or have enrolled. Counselor's advice

may be important. Various extraneous characteristics of courses can make

them attractive orunattractive to different students. For all these reasons,
"

then, 4imply having a course listed among the offerings does not constitute

"availability° in any realistic sense of this term. It would be of great

value to know truly how available variousztourses and subjects ere to

students having various family backgrounds, ethnic affiliations, living in

various neighborhoods, in rural, urban, and suburban commUnities of various

levela of wealth, and.sO on,

This problem should,be studied in relation to the opportunities avail-
,

able outside school'for learning the sewer similar things. It is one
rlr

thing when schools offer no courses in Music in a community where churches,

recreation department, private individual* and community organizations

sponsor musical instruction free or it an affordable cost; '1.t.is something

altogether different when a sthool offers no music in a community that offers

few other opportunities to learn it. 'Also, this,problem should_be studied

in relation to the preferences and aspiritions of the community. One

community may be willing to forego music in favor Of science,, or larquages,

or art facilities and instruction. ar, the community may have its own ideas

About the kind Of magic it wants its youngsteis to learn. The significance

of few or no school offerins in a sUbject depends upon .the community's per-

ceptions and attitudes toward the suSject.

4 9
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Whatever may be an individual's or a social group's attitude toward

school knowledge as compared with other kinds availible elswhere, most ..

of us would still prefer to have school knowledge available to our children

as an option, at least.

The United States and England are almost alone in the world in main-

taining predominantly local control of schOols. Centralized national

systems of Oucation are the tule. But°even in a decentralized nonsystem

such As that prevailing.in ihe U.S., there are substantial, if unofficial,

mechanisms of management, regulation,,.and control operating nationwide.

These mechanisms function primarily in three ways: through strUcturesi

built into nationwide systems of production and distribution of resources;.

through nationally organized attemits to influence public opinionipro-

fessional opinion, or both; anethrough standardized testing.

The central role of the subject curri'culum in such otherwise'dispersed

,and disparate phases of education As teacher training, textbook production,

and school facility planning has already been pcinted'out. ; might only

add'here that age -grading also facilitates to coordination of functions

that would otherwise be logistically impossible.

/ have already detailed elsewhere (Kirst and Walker, 1971) the manner

in which various nationWide fOrces impinge upon the schciol and its curricu-

lum. '1 have also Alluded to many of the probleme this direct connection

between local citizens and their schools causes for the management of

'isghools, particularly when thescitizens disagree among themselves as they

often do when moved to action. (Walker, 1974) I will not rmpeat this here,

but will content myself with expressing my opinion that American education
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needs a more effective apparatus for public policyrmaking withrespect to

education genera341, and Oux4culum matters particularly. It is simply not

possible to run an enterprise which is subject to so many conflicting,

ti.tuating demands impinging,directly upon those who must run it. Inter-

medialte political meOhanisma arik'needed that will bring the contending

parties into direct confrOntation and force a resolution that can then

guide day-to-day operations with the continuity and unity of iourpose the

enterprise needs.
I

The coniequences of this situation -7 of uncertainty and conflict of

pziorities, Of successive waves of reform impinging directly on school staffi

and pressing them in coritradictory directions -- are very serious, 1thinkt

for both the structure and organization of schools and for student outcomes.

'The inevitable spreading of energies and the confusiOn created by battles

among interest groups for 'priority among the various functions can easily

produce uncertainty in everybody's mind about the importance of educational

goals. The uncertainty, the lack of confidence that what iley are teaching

is important, is debilitating to school staffs. ,How can we expect them to

remain firZI in insisting that students achieVe'tiase goals when theyrare

surrounded with messages - explicit and implicit which deny the

importance of every eine of the goals? How can schools maintain curricular

and goal structures that engage students' energies on behalf of school goals

when respected figures deny their importance? Here is another problem where,
f

research is badly needed. ,Frankly, Ida nOt feel confident enough'of what

little I know of research on organizations to suggest what research strat*

egies would bast reveal theiffects, if any, of these conditions or; schools.

What I do know rakes me.confident that thd problem is nOt obviously beyond

.t



the powers of present concepts and techniques to investigate.

My closing remarks will concern standardized testing as a basis for

coordination ',Id control of schooling-on a state-wide or nation-wide scale.

It ii inadequate, As one sort of information in a much richer array, it

has its uses and for these uses it is irreplaceable. But as the sole

source of criticized, formal data on the outcomes.OfIschooling, standard-
.

ized testing is pitifully inadequate. InesmUch as various trends seem to be

converging toward increased centralization of controlof schooling, it

behoovei ui to work out better sources of inforiation for this purpose.

//
I think research designed to lead io better large-scale indicators,' of

schooling effectiveness should have the highest priority in the NIE.

Standardized achievement tests ire designed' J

essentially to map students' performance in a subject onto a,normal distri-

bution of test scores. The =tall distribution is insisted upon during

test construction.

Whether standardized tests yield single scores or multiple onesveach

soon implies some model of the distribution of competence among the pop-

ulation. This is almost invariably a normal distiibUtion yot for perfor-

minces that can be tauelt, we woLid not expect-a simple normal distribution.

Atimodal distribution.might result, one mode

due to those who had.been 4structed,,the other to the uninstructed. Or

the distribution might be awed toward high lierformance if most of the

population has been effectively taught.

These characteristics designed into the standardised test do not ageot

its use for the purpose for which it was designed 17. to compare a single

ro,
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person's score to the scores of a large number of comparable individuals.

Focing a normal distribution, if it does not change person's position

relative to others does not change the standardized score. But when stan-

dardized tests are Used to measure the outcomes of a school program, these

built-in features can .make results uninterpretable. In particular, these

procedures should dramatically reduce the sensitivity, of the tests'to

instrudtion, since the items'most sensitivi to instructioe will behave

erratically and be eliminated from the item pool.

Standardized achievement tests have.other problems. TheV seem to

predict performance in other.academic situations mdch better than'they

predict success in any out-of-school task. f, National Assessment keports

declines in students' ability to apply kn wledgeito"new situations, a type

of item rarely found on.stendardized tests, simultaneously with stability

in knowledge as conventionally measured, Such findings lend credence to

critics' 'charges that the tests measure inert knowledge rather than know-
;

ledge the student hem mastered and can use in unfamiliar situations.

0 A

Whatever their shortcomings, standardized remain the measure of student

achieveitent most credible to the public. (EVir when they don't understand

them. Witness the repeated calls for every senior to 'read at the 12th grade

level). We neeti alternatives, not more criticisms. Criterion referenced
0

tests have been advanced as an alternativee They avoid the problems just

outlined in connection cidth =ming, but unless the criterion set can be

justified in some non-arbitrary Way, their results'also difficult to inter..

pret and use, So the graders in Hoboken learned to spell 137 more words

correctly by the end of to) year -- is this good, or bad? Should they be

praised or asked to work harder next year? Should the teacher be fired or



el.liven a raise? Are we helped to learn that the school board officially

adopted a criterion of 140 words as the level of performance they would

consider adequate/ If only we had a theory dr model of achievement or

work on, we might be Wile to construct a measure with the formal elegance'
4

and ease of the standardzied test that was also suited to measuring the

aChievement'consequences of instruction. This is an important task for

educational research over the next decade. All research in education is

limited severely by,.the technology of outcome measurement available'to us.

Inasmuch as many studies require some measure of student outcomes, this

limitation severely retards researcl om nearly all subspecialties, though

do-not know how high this problem should be on this specialized agenda.

Also importentle the development'and validation of measures of outcomes

for which no measures or inadequate.measures ire nc;w available.

Perhaps of still greater relevance and at least equal importance is

the study of the effect of various schemes of assessment of stUdent per-

formance on school organisation and structure. 'Psychologists and measure-

moat specialists have long been aware that tests affect those who 1.144 them.

Cronbach (1960) points out that Nadieinistratively imposed tests not only

itensify the effort l.a the classroom, they channel that effort" (p. 396),

and notea that.this effect of iests caneeverly restrict education "whin

the test covers the wrong dUtcomed or covers only a few of the desired

outcomes". (p. 397). If tests do not have curricular validity, teachkw

and learning will be distorted in the direction of the content of the test.

Students learn to discoven what is likely to be on the test and study'
4

.accordingly. Tests affect the pupil's role, the teacheet role with re

spect to the pupil and with respect to colleages and superiors.--They may

1

4itt



interact with other norms and values of thl classroom, as when pupils

find the generalized norm of honesty in conflict with the value of

acievement and are tempted to chealo or when teachers find themselves

taking onerous measures to prevent cheating and ensure 'fairness':in the

test.

The effects of tests depend rstically on how they and their results

are wild. A test whose score Ls reported to the pupil for his'and his

parents'

information does not have the same impact on the school or the zhild ai

one reported to colleges and used for determining whether ,the student will

be admitted to study there. Presumakiy, we want tests to function in such

a way that they further the aims we hope schooling willserve: For various

reasons the ways that seem at first sigbt likely to further our aims, do

not always do so. Recently it has been proposed to use students' test

scores to judge teachers' perfbrmance, a'practice intended to increase
5

achievemftt by-rewarding successful teachers and identifying those whose

performance needs improvement. If thiS use of tests had this and only this'

effect, we would certainly be justified in adopting it immediately.. But

even the first steps toward such ases,have revealed the many slips-possible

betveen this cup anA its lip. In the first place, teachers resent being

field'responsible for pupils' learning when they know many other factors

are also involved. They act to oppose the practice. Recognizing that-

teachers with good pupils in their classes are like* to look better on

this criterion, teachers divelop an,enhanced sensitivity to the question

of assignment of pupils to teachers, a development that strains teacher-

administrator and teachor-teecher rllationships. The proposed would have

A
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effects not easily foreseeable on the allocation of teaching talent to

pupils fo'different abilities. Ifoas seems to happen, greatest gains,are

possiblo by concentrating attention on low-to-moderate achievers, further

side effects are generated. Efforts to discover the content of the test

and efforts to disguise this information can be expected. To the ex-

tent that the ieco,wation is known, efforts to direct teaching to the

tegit'items, neglecting aims not testef, can.be expected. To Counter

this', tests may lengthen. This, in turn has consequences. And so the

roung of effects radiates Outward from the apparently simple practice,

reflects back upon it, and produces, all'too'often, soasthing other than

we intended.

?or this reason a careful organization analysis of the impacts of

various uses of tests ought to be As standard a practice as the validation

of the tests themselves. lt seems logical that school-or district-or

even etate-wide examinations that must be passed afore graduation should

influence effort and achievement. How much? We don' ow. Do examine-

tion reqUirements have different effects fr4m types of graduation,

or promotion requirements? We don't know. In fact, wa don't even know if

requirements of any kind improve aolievement. Whether they do or not

would seem to depend upon how and how well the standards are enforced,

.

amop ng other things. To my knowledge, we have no formal research that

would show, eventwhether jurisdiCtions with examination requirements havehigher

achievement than comparable jurisdictions without them. Hare, surely, is

a place where a well designed field experiment with random assignment of

districts willing to experiment with various types of promotion and

graduation requirements would provide practical policy guidance in an area

543
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where states are Showing increasing tendenOies to,legislate and local .

districts to mandate.

limilar experiments comparing the various schemes of compatency»based

requirements, with more conventional ones would also prove useful. A dhief

problem With any research in this area is to,find valid indicators of the

sorts of outcomes that shoald be investigated, Another problem in such

research is to take into account the community's stance toward school,

achievement, and requirements: The effectiveness.of school:and community

attitudea, beliefs, and customs. These'problems can be coped with well

enough to permit research to go forward, however.

The final vestion I ihall consider.in connection with evaluation of,

student performance is the question of its equity. Are' evaluation pro»

ceduxes fair to all studenti? Is every student, regardless of rade

religion, national origin, sex,,wealth,...,, given an equal.chance to be

rewarded for his performance?

One important aspect of the equity question.in assesiment is reducible

to a question of sOcial,eqpity of the curriculum. o long as knowledge is

differentially distributed aMong groups within t4,jsocietYs and so long

as the school sets greater store lay soma knowledge than others, tests of

school goals will be inequitable. This could only be avoided if the school

curriculum..ire some sort of fair distribution of the knowledge, skills

S.

and beliefs of the entire population, edudate0 or not-an impossib3s1/self-

contradictory mess.

Jut this is not essentially a testing problem, even though it is a

puzzling issue for educational policy.

The other important aspect of the agility question in connection with
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educational evaluation is whether the tests fairly assess whit the students

are asked to learn in school, or whether they test only certain perfoymances,

those which give an advantage to sot* pupils,.and in certain ways, ways',

which give unfair advantage. -Po; example, many,of the things taught in

school could be taught;with little or no Use of reading and writing. They'

could be taught orally, by demonstration, by imitation. But if paper and

pencil tests ire used to assess performance and if these tools are more

prevalent in some social groups thah in others, such tests woUld be unfair.

The obvious solutions to this problem ern either to develop alternate '

versions of tests that depend As little as possible on the Maldistributed

skills, or to even the distribution of the skills, or/both. 0

While tests of academic achievement typically call for students io do

something more than simply recall information previously learned, they do

not normally call for anything,like the full range of responses we hope

students will be capable of when they have "learned the subject". The

gap between what students demonstrate they can do on tests and what we

hope and expect they can do in 'real life' should be a serious source of

concern to investigators who went to study cognitive outcomes of schooling.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress recently reported that

students' scores on items requiring application of knowledge had.declined,

although their scores on informational items had not. Tests which have

currency only in the world of the school are cleawly harmgul to students

and the larger society, and there is evidence that many of the measures

used in schools have Aittle external validity..

Finally, one of the least satisfactory responses to the possibli in-

equities of tests is to confine testing to those matters.students may be



assumed-to have had an ova chance

who ham acquirekknowledge or skill

111

to learn. die penalizes the totudent
I.

0 4

n'or ordinerily learnti, and it enforces

an inappropriate monolithic'conception of what knowledge is iiportaht.

mach botter would be development of an array.of brief measures of a wide

variety of types of achievement potentiallivrelevant to school. Individ...
I

ual jurisdictiont could then choose from, among these the ones that best

npresented their aims.

ConclusiOn
.

My recOmmehditions for research on the role played by knowledge, cur

ricala and goals in schooling processes and outcomes.spring,from an im-

plicit underlying judgment about productive research strategies on school-

ing.effects which should be made explicit.' I think research based ,On

linear causal mOdels of the effects of schooling as a'whole 'on lirge-scale

features'of a society is misleading and, counter-productive. It.is as

h contribution of rainftll to oceanAvere to be investigated by

measuring a few simple charactraistios of rainfall

spatial and tampoial distribution, and temperature, say

its amount,

and using'411011111

these in a multiple regression analysis to explain o'cean levels, salinity,

and ocean temporature,, Without underlying models of the hydrologic

cycle, we cannot +et such oversimplified blindoempiricism to yield

interpretable results. rurthermore, we are seldom interested simply in

the average,overall levels of variables characterizing the ocean. We us-

ually need to know about the t dal levels at various locations, the location

and strength of currants, and atio-tempocal distributions of water

temperature and salinity Large-scale models may'have pedagogical uses.

have
They may even regional applicability to particuiar sites that can be

5 9
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t..

approximately conceived as isolated fro% other parts of the'hydrologic,

system. But the part pleyed by grand sodels of ithe contributions of,

rainfall to oceen characteristics' in applied hydrology,is likely to IA

modest.

At various points in this 1*w / have opted for research strategies

that seek to discover relationShips,between specific features of schooling

and specific,individual and wcial 'outcome's. By trim:ling these outcomes

and,their ramifications through spicific'social situations; I think it

may be possible in sane cases to achieve a more general understanding

of certain generic processes by means'of whidh schools influence particular

subsystems within int iate-sized social units --- communities or even,

regions. Eventua y, we may,perhaps 'be able to trace these effects (and

the counter-effects of society on educatiOn) sufficiently to construct

our own large soalo model, but even then it will be useful mainly for,

pedagogical purposes.

6 )
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